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New dorms
to be built
ne_ar VC

Officials
to examine
dental aid

by Barbara Cowell
Haoclate editor

...

UCF is expected to appropriate a
$4 ,834,000 !Oan from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development to
build a new dormitory complex east of
the Villa.ge Center, according to Director
of
Un i v~rsity
Operations
Operations Analysis, William Morris.
Additional financial papers are now
in review by HUD .
A favorable
response is expected by February , he
said.
"Architects and engineers had to
come up with basic plans and contract
plans had to be okayed by HUD," said
Morris.
The interest rate on the bonds will be
set at 3 percent, which is to be paid
within 40 years. Morris sai·d, "The
loan will be paid back, with the expecFor
ted revenue from the dorms.
example, the room rents and vending
machine monies will be used. Rents
from conferences held over the summer and breaks will also go toward
p.a ying back the loan."
During the financial review UCF
had to prove it can take in 125 percent
of the money it needs for the loan.
Morris explained, "For every dollar
they lend us, we must prove we can
take in $1.25. Our expectations are far
·
Dorms, page 7

by Diane Taylor
ataffwrtter

High~ Kickers

Brtan t.aPeter/Future

Cindy McCarthy ·is ~ne of many UCF.students kicking up their heels
during this year's Roaring Twenties homecoming celebration. See
page I 0 for more information.

State schools·need more financial aid

•

_.

by Diane Taylor
"I heard from an unofficial source that winter enrollment
staffwrlt~r .
.
.
:
.
.
- is up higher than fall. Sixty percent of whoever came to our
Flonda is not gettmg its fair share of student financial
hool wound up with some form of financial aid ," said
aidf, according to Donald Baldwin, director of Financial
sBc ld .
a wm.
Ai.~ at UCF.
.
.
.
,
"We're .in a year where the Title IV legislation, is ceasing.
~he .Federal Aid Program and Title IV policy we re
We have two-year budgets, and they are coming to an end.
talkmg i~ter~s of, are developed from counts of. students · Title IV runs out as of June 30, and between now and then,
enrolled m h1g~ school ~?d .those th~.t are projected to
the financial aid groups and legislature are going to hammer
graduate from high school , said Baldw1i:.
out another law. That's what we're looking at right now,"
U.S . Census data is used to create a formula, which deterBaldwin said.
mine~ ~ow m~ch money each state receives.
Title IV says the budgets will be set every two years.
This is the first year of a two-year budget. The way money
Last year (fiscal 1978-79) 4 800 students received some
was allocated this particular time hurts UCF. The problem
form 0 £ financial aid for a 't;fal amount of $6,820,475.
with t~is syst~m according to Bald~in is tha~ it does~'t
Baldwin said projection~ for 1979-80 year include aid for
recog.mze that~ lot of people are movmg to Flonda, bu~ still
5800 students amounting to $8,412,800.
remam logg.ed mother states by the Census Bureau, ~ntil the
An article in the Jan 7 issue of the Chronicle of Higher
ne~t ce~sus 1s. taken. .
.
.
Education reported that the U. S. Office of Education is
We re bei~g penalized m the sense that we are takmg
conducting an overhaul of student-aid allocations. The
care of transit people that move down here from other
proposed changes would primarily affect National Direct
states," said Baldwin.
. . Student Loans College Work-Study, and Supplementa l
"It'~ good if you maintain y~ur status ~r los~ people.up to a
Educational O~portunity Grants (SEOG).
c~r~a.m percentage, ~mt UCF is on the htg~ side. We re.~ubThe proposal would reduce the allocations to 90 percent of
s1~1zmg other Flonqa areas tha~ are losmg students, he
previous expenditures for colleges already participating in
said.
.
.
.
. .
the programs.
.
. The squeeze has put the Financial Aid Office m a bad
· "As far as UCF is concerned . this cutback isn't a lot of our
p~sition .. and they ~re f:eling the pre·ssure of trying to mainmoney. It's less than $1 milli~n out of our total program ,.' '
tam service, Baldwm said. .
said Baldwin.
The i~crease in enrollment this year will generate more
"There is a little shakedo~n in some of the programs, but I
financial aid, however.
.
Financial Aid, page 6

oday's Future
Strange bedfellows First season loss

UCF welcomes Jimmy Carter and the
Ayatollah Khomeini to its Homecoming
festivities. Anything can happen at the
annual Bong Show. See page 10 for story.

After fifteen consecutive wins, the UCF
Knights lose by a narrow six point
margin to Florida Southern College. For
a full account of the game, see Fred Lee's
story on page 12.

The UCV dental aid program is
taking its final exam this quarter.
After a three-quarter period , the
p~ogram is undergoing evaluation by
an unbiased committee, under the
direction of Dr. Alan Fi~kett, special
assistant to the president.
"The eva1uation will determine
whether students really want the
program. The committee will conduct
a student survey, to determine if there
is indeed a demand for the program,
the effect it has had thus far , etc.," said
Fickett. .
The main concern of President
Trevor Colbourn, who originally
suggested the evaluation , is whether or
not "Student Government might be
overextending itself" in such a large
investment for a program which hasn' t
yet been thoroughly ~valuated.
During the Jan. 15 Student Senate
meeting, a bill allocating $2 ,000 for
the purchase of a teeth-cleaning
.m~chine was postponed "indefjnitely,"
until the evaluation is completed.
According to Fickett, it will be completed "very soon-definitely before the
end ot the quarter. "
The first committee meeting will be
held today at 10:30 a.m . in VC 211 to
discuss evaluation plans. Committee
members include Dr. Thomas Mendenhall of the Sociology Department,
student Senators Dena Kollarik and
Emi.lie French, and student Greg Kim·
brall.
There was some controversy over the
delay in the evaluation. Fickett stated
that "it was originally scheduled for .
the end of the fall quarter."
According to Student Body President
Armando Payas, the evaluation was to
have taken place early in the fall quarter, "but Dr. Fickett never got around
to doing the evaluation. He said ~liat he
didn't have enough data to go on, and ·I
think he was just busy and didn't have
enough time · to get the evaluation
going." ·
Before the recent bill allocating funds for the teeth-cleaning machine-was
scheduled to be· considered on the
senate floor, Colbourn called a conference with Payas and asked him to
delay the legislation until after the
evaluation.
Colbourn
said,
"There
was
definitely a breakdown in communication."
Payas added that "Dr. Colbourn was
worried that we (Student Government)
Dental Aid, a e 6

Ca.n oeing concern
Paddling miles along the east Florida
shoreline, an ambitious young environmentalist emphasiz~s his concern ov~r
preservation of U. S. coastal areas. Its
all a part of the "Year of the Coast." See
page 6 for interview.

,-
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UCF Newsfrouts ·
Sentinel Star to hold bike ·ride
from coast to coast in April

Women in Science group
to hold follow-up discussion

The Women in SCience will hold an open meeting Tan. 30 to discuss the ways in
which the Women in Science Careers' program might best serve the needs of
science students. The meeting will be held at 2 p.m. in CB 115.
The Orlando Sentinel Star will spm1sor a 340 mile bike ride from New Smyrna
This meeting is a follow-up to the Science Careers for W?men <;:onfe.rence hel~ on
Beaeh on the Atlantic coast to 1'aples on the Gulf coast.
campus Nov. 3·. All interested students majoring in physical, biological, medical,
: The ride will be called the Sentinel Star Safari. It will start at 7:30 a.m. on the
environmental social and behavioral science are invited to attend.
day after Easter and conclude the following Saturday. There will be five overThere will be a short program based on interviews of .two n.ationally-known
night stops, including a stay at the Seminole Indian Reservation near Brighton.
female scientists: Dr. Betsy Anker-Johnson, presently Associate _Directo~ of ArgonO,ther stops will be at Apopka, Poinciana, Avon Park and Lehigh.
.
ne National Laboratory and former Assistant Secretary for Science and
The longest ride of the trip for a single day will be about 65 miles. On the f mal ·Technology, U.S. Department of Commerce; and Dr. Caroly.n Lea.ch, Head of Enday it will be only 52 miles, so the riders will have time to return to their homes the doctrine Laboratory at NASA-Johnson Space Center. A d1sc~ssion on how the
same day. Lightly traveled roads will be used throughout the trip.
. Women in Science ·project can best provide information and aid to women on a
Camping facilities will be avail<!ble at all stops;
continuing basis will follow.
.
.
. Riders will not have to transport baggage. The Sentinel Star will provide trucks
Over 200 women, students, faculty and staff from 14 area colleges and univerthat will move all tents, sleeping bags and suitcases between stops. They toss their sities attended the Science Ca.reers for Women Conference. The varitey of career
belongings in a truck each morning, then retrieve them at the stop later that day.
opportunities open to women in each area of science; as we~l as i~format_ion abo~t
Meals will be served by various organizations at reasonable rates throughout the
graduate education and how to plan a career in conjunction wrt~ fulf~lh~1en~ m
ride, including that first morning in New Smyrna Beach.
one's personal life, was provided in workshop sessions led by ~rof~;s1onal scientist~.
It is not necessary to register in advance or pay an entrance fee. The ride will
Workshop topics included "Financing a Graduate Education, led by Dr. <?ail
begin at the beach at the end of Fla.gler St. in New Smyrna Beach on the morning . Baker of the U.S. Department of Interior and Dr. Eliane Norman, Associate
of April 7.
. :
Professor of Biology at Stetson University; "Careers in Biological and Physical
If there are any questions,c ontact.the Sentinel Star Information Services Depart- Sciences," led by_Dr. Betty Vaughn, Director of the Orange County Health Department. The address is P. 0. Box 1100, Orlando, Fla 32803. The phone number is
ment, and Ms. Jannie Kinsey, President of lntelligen~ Digital Systems; "What is it
(305) 420-5535 . .
Like to be the Solo Professional Woman?" led by Ms. Elaine Smith, Staff Engineer,
Martin Marietta, and Ms. Carolyn Holman, Radiological Physicist at "Orlando
Regional Medical Center.
.
Interested students are asked to join the meeting Jan. 30 for an exchange of ideas.
Direct questions about the Women in Science Careers program to Dr. Ma,rilyn
Whisler, project Director in Library Room 24 7, or call 275-2608.
Religious Emphasis Week at UCF will begin on Jan. 27 and continu~ to Feo.T.
There will be a specific theme for each day, such as "Religion in the USA" and
""Religion on Campus." Noon table talks will be continued from 12 to 1 p.m. daily
in the Knight Room.
Guest speakers for the noon_table talks will include Curt and Rosalie Regan, who
will present slide lectures of their religious tra·vels around the world. Other speakcers include Father John Bluett and Sister Roberta. Westlick, co-directors of the
Family Life Office of Orlando.
. ·
.
Response to the. recent Peace Corps recruitment drive was good, according to
The opening Litugy will begin at 7 p.m. in the Student Organization Lounge.
Regional
Recruiter R<;:>d Deprey.
Father Ed Farrell will be the celebrant.
"It
was
good, better than I expected," said Deprey. "It was better here at UCF
A continuous film series wiU also be showp fr~m 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
than
at
other
colleges I've visited."
Knight Room of the Cafeteria. Themes will vary- from Mother Theresa of Calcutta
Deprey
said
he has approximately 20 applicants, excluding other students who
to the Third World.
appeared
to
be
interested and were getting general informa.tion.
_
- Special Prayer Services will be held each afternoon from 4 to 4:30 p.m. led by
He
said
an
average
of
about
12
students
showed
up
for
the
film
which
was
different members of the campus ministry team. A daily Bible study also will be
on
Monday,
adding
that
figure
is
normal
throughout
the
United
states.
shown
held from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Religious Em.phasis week to feature
table., bible talks, liturgy services _

.Peace Corps recruiting at UCF
better than other universities

l~~~Of>J~~\ CENTR.ALIZED SERVICES
.
~~
OFFERS YOU A
,. . ~~l VARIETY OF SERVICES
O~ CEN1\J.

DISCOUNT TICKETS
--------------·
Busch Gardens
Rosie O'Gradys

Discount
Reg:
6.00
8.25
Available at half price

Eastern Federal
Wometco (Park East & West)
General Cinema
·
Interstate 6
Plaza Rocking Chair
Great Southern Music Hall
University Drive-In

3.50
3.5o ·
3.50 .
3.50
3.50
2.50
2.50

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

Once Upon A Stage
Musicana
Theatre On Park
GrapefruitProduction
Annie Russell Theatre
Edyth Bush Theatre

13.00
10 ..7,5
7.50
3.00

10.00
9.00
5.50
2.00

__.,..____

Discounts available at box office'
With presentation of

u.c.i:-:--·

SERVICES

BOOK EXCHANGE~·Today is. the last day! Lots of Psychology,
Communication, and Math books left. Save cash and time at Centralized Services Book Exchange.
CAR POOL LIST-Want to share the expense of riding to scho~I?·
Stop by and check out our carpool list. .
.
ROSIE O'GRADYS·We have a limited amount of half off member·
ship cards for Rosies. Stop by and s.avel
YEARBOOK-Sales are going fast so order your 1980 yearbook today!
Only 280 yearbooks remain. Cost is only $11.00.
BABYSITIING AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE-Available to
students who wish to earn extra cash part-time or need these services.
LAMINATING SERVICE-We la~inate photos, diplomas, and
documents on wood palques ~t the lowt>st cost available.

Centralized Services is located in the Village Ce~
ter, Room 217. Ph-275-2191. _
Thur~.
fr~~:i

Mon·
HOURS ·_ Friday

from 9a.m. to 8p.m.
9a.m. to 7p.m.

"Say It With Paraphernalia"

SEEDS & STEMS
The Low OverHEAD SHOP

Celebrate H~mecoming ·
CHEAP!
Cheap Pipes & Papers
·
Che.a p Straws!
Expensive ones,- too!
Posters, Map~, & Tapestrie$
for your walls
Indoor groWing kits .
for vour·closet

BELT.S-BUCKLESPURSES-T-SHIRTSBOOKS & COMIX
--next to the University lnn-11631 E. Colonial Drive
275-0350

•
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Liberal arts majors must boldly ~ursue jobs

,3
.

magazine written by John Sawhill, deputy secretary of energy. In the article,
-Sawhill stressed that liberal arts majors should be soi.ight by major industries. he
Haodate editor
said that the liberal art student is :veil-trained in many areas and can be taught;
Employment trends are good for those in liberal arts if job goals are dear and , for example, how to underwrite an insurance policy by the insurance company.
the individual is prepared to go out job hunting, according to James Gracey, :· Sawhill also said that corporafe chief executives want employees trained in . the
Placement Center Director.
liberal arts though personnel offices hire highly specialized people .
"Technical people are getting the offers and the trend is to hire engin.e ers and
· Micarelli said he remains optomistic about the market because he· feels business
business majors, but the liberal arts majors can find jobs too if they have the · and industry are realizing that the well-rounded student makes an excellent eminitiative," said Gracey. "Recruiters rarely come to campus looking for them. The ployee.
.
student has to go out and get the job."
·
·
Gracey said he feels the trend for technical people will continue into the l 980's.
The major thrust today may be for engineers, business and natural science "There are a lot of people ~ho can't or won't handle those thechnical jobs so the
majors, but the overall job market still is good, Gracey saidHe added that students people who are trained will still be sought," he said.
can find employment if they have a good grade point average, wof"°k- experience,
and clear career plans and goals.
Gracey said liberal arts majors make up approximately 50-60 percent ot all
majors on all U. S. campuses. They receive, however, only 3 percent of the job
offers. Engineering majors total approximately 7-10 percent on ·all U . S. campuses. They r~ceive 50-60 percent of all the job offers.
"The center did a survey on past graduates," Gracey said. "The average salary
for an engineering graduate in 1977-78 was $1405 monthly for those employed in
business and industry. For those who graduated with a liberal arts major, $ 794
was the average salary."
·
Gracey added liberal arts majors aften surpass salaries earned by those in the
technical field in later years.
_,,,
Dr. Charles Micarelli, dean of the College of Humanities _and Fine arts, ' said he
feels that double majors or a liberal arts major with a strong technical minor is
best for students. "The perfect combination would be a student with an English
major and a computer science minor. That student should be very marketable,"
he said.
Micarelli said he feels the prospect of forming one coll!:'.ge by combining the
Colleges of Social Sciences, Natural Sciences and Humanities and Fine Arts
" would be mar~elous for the simple reason that there would be more of an interchange between the minors, an even better idea is one university with no colleges,
but for the administration, that would be impossible.'.'
Micarelli cites law schools as being.a prime example of the bonus of a liberal arts education with a strong background in other areas.
"Law schools want students who show capability in reasoning arid who are articulate in the written language,'' Micarell_i said. '.'Pre-law majors should have a
strong background in English, history, speech, phHosophy and business administration. many of those courses fall into the liberal arts field. For instance,
the philosophy department offers a class in logic."
·Micarelli ·emphasized the theories expressed in an article published by Forbes by Frank Forrester
atattwriter
Dr. Thomas Mullin is the program
The Board of Regents this month
director and Dr. Doris Bradley will
authorized a masters degree program
coordinate the graduate program.
in the Department of Communicative
The
Communicafr~e - Disorders
Disorders.
Clinic gives students the opportunity to
Graduate level courses have been
receive first hand training in the
offered in the department in the past
diagnosis and treatment of combut they were -design ed primarily to
municative disorders.
Communicative disorders include
help vrofessional clinicians in the fi eld-.
The new program has been added in
speech, hearing and l~nguage skills
the planning stages fc;>r over two years.
deficiencies such as stuttering.
Additional course offerings will begin
Language problems associated with
in the spring quarter.
birth defects and brain trauma and
The 20 graduate students expected to
articulation . problems and hearing
enter the prngram will be required to
problems are also called comhave completed at least 60 hours of
municative disorders . .
classes and 200 hours of diagnosis and
According to clinic official~.
therapy expierience , in the Comcommunicative disorders affect eight
municative Disorders clinic.
to ten percent of. the population.
The clinic was designed around a
Gerald Buckman, clinical coortherapy . model devised by UCF's Dr.
dinator, said UCF provi~es diagnosis,
David Ingram. Ingram's model can
treatment and counseling for members
.
Frank ForHter/Future correct speech problems in less than
of the Central ~lorida ~~mm~nity.
Lynn Chisholm, student clinician takes notes on video monitored half the time required by traditional
However, .there }~- ~ waiting list for
·
f
· ·
·
'
th d
treatment m the chmc progra.m.
session o commumcahve disorders therapy.
me 0 s.
.
·

by Barbara Cowell

~&>~~ ::.~

UCF offers.masters degree
in communicative disorders

Gestalt therapy helps troubled to help themselves
by Michelle Masterson
ataffwrtter

The woman walks into the cozy off\ce and confronts the man sitting in one of the
two overstuffed chairs.
"Listen," she blurted out, "I need to get my head together. I can't cope with
eve.r ything much longer, and I need some help."
·
.
The man nods his head and motions to the other chair . "Sit_down," he calmly
says.· "Let's talk, and maybe I can help yol:l work somethi,rig out."
Although the 'above dialect is fictitious, the person with a problem is not.
The person could be anyone-a friend, a spouse, or you. The counselor is Dr. Carl
.
Nickelson, a clinical psychologist at UCF.
Nickeson specializes in the Gestalt theory of counseling, which is the belief that ·
people are made up of different parts such as their feelings, thoughts, and actions.
And it is only through an increased awareness and ac.c eptance of these parts that a
person ca n realize the choices and a lterna tive methods th at are available to deal
with a ituation, Nick son ays.
In handling the above fictitious situation, Nickeson says he would first, as he
does with all the p oplc who come to see him, " ... establish a rapport-~a ·basis of
mutual trus t."
He th n would help that person stablish ome goals. "Ifs not good enough for a
per on to sa 'I want to get my head together.' It's got to be a more concrete:
sokeabk sort of problrm such as, 'I want to ll'am how to deal with my anger
toward m) husband.· Then we can bc>gin to work on that. If you've got that goal.
th n you can always sec how you' re doing," he said.
In addition to C'ounsrling al the UCF De lopmental Center, Nicke on teaches a
Gestalt class ~hich, although full this quart r, will be offered again in the fall.
The class is basi ·a lly for people in health-rclatccl professions or, "helping
p oplc" as Nickerson t rms thc-m .

i

"The class has Severa.I goals,'' ..he explained. "It is based· on the fundamental
principal that as a helping person, you don't have a hammer or a slide rule to use.
Your onJy tool is yourself; your own 'personhood,' " he said. "Learning about
yourself and your own reactions is 'essential to befog an effe~tive counselor or
h~lper." ,
·
·
~ickeson uses "traditional" teaching methods, like outside readings · for the
class, but says he also incorporates a. type of "group therapy" ~or.mat. ·
J
"It's going to be, ii) a lot of ways, a growth for theraplsts_(health-related people).
It will he a chance for them to explore their. own personal ·concerns and thoughts
and through that, be jn a better position to help others,'_' he said.
Our fictitious woman steps out of the office and walks away. The self ex-pl?rati0n--the G.estalt ther.apy--has begun.
.

Dave Dunlop/Future

Dr.

l.HI Nickerson conducts Gestalt instruction in informal setting.

I

Bulletin Board
Computer majors
eligible for $400
The Computer 51..!;ence Department
is offering the Computer Science
Scholarship. This scholarship is being
offered to two students who are currently freshmen attending UCF Computer
Science majors, and are enrolled in
co.mputer science courses.
All applicants must have a proven academic
record of high performance during his
or her high s.cpool and college attendance.
·
The
$400
Computer
Science
Scholarship will be awarded for spring ·
quarter to each recipient. Applications
may be obtained from the Financial
Aid Office, ADMIN 120. Application
deadline isFeb. 18.
For fur~her information you may
contact Dr. Cottrell in Computer
Science aJ 275-234-1 or Ginger Case in
;Financial Aid at 275-2827.

Seminar to address
Germans, holocaust.
The p~ofessor who was commentator
for the German telecast of "The
Holocaust" will be a speaker for a ·
Jan. 28 seminar on the German people
and "The Holocaust." The seminar
will be held at 3 p.m : in the Board of
Regents conference room, which is
lo£ated on the third floor of the Adminstration Building.
.
Dr. Hans-Adolf Jacobsen, from the
University of Bonn, also will be
responding . to questions on the
European readion to the invasion of
Afghanistan.
Joining Jacobsen -will be UCF's Dr.
Bruce pauley, Dr. Robert Bledsoe and
dr. Robert Miller. ·

Carnations available
for $1 each at VC ·
Members of the Political Science
. Union will be taking orders for Valen-

tin~Day· CamationsonMonday~n.
28 until Friday Feb. 8 They will be on
sale at the VC daily from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
J'he carnations will be $1 each.

Arigef Flight to sell .
lollipops for cancer

The Generai Robert M. White r light
Angel Flight and Arnold Air Society
are sponsoring a "Help Lick Cancer
Week" in affiliation . with the
American Cancer Society.
Lollipops will be sold for a donation
of 25 cents.
· For more information, contact Tim
Baron or Frank Miles with Angel
Flight or Arnold Air Society at 2752659.

Sigma Xi to hold
forum for research

Sigma XC willbe sponsoring its
second session of the year aimed at
discussing faculty research on the UCF
campus, on Feb. 6 between 3 and 5
p.m.
The program includes the following
'speakers: Dr. Joan Burr, Dr. Ralph
Gunter, Dr. Frank Rohter, Mr. Roy
~dwards and Dr. Jim Beck.
There will be time for questions, anc
coffee and donuts will be provided.
Visitors are welcome.

·Sup~ort

The Arts

That's
where
thftpeople

ar

We canl: wait

for miracles.

Save energy now.
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SDX to assemble,
memberships due ·
'!'he Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, will be
holding their next meeting at 3 p.m.
Jan. 31 in HFA .205.
Membership dues must be turned in
byJan ..31.
Initiation for new members has been
postponed.
it ' was previously
scheduled for Jan.27.
Th~ local Orlando chapter of SDX
has rescheduled their planned luncheon for Jan. 31. For more information, contact Aralynn Abare at 2752681.

Accounting society
to sponsor speaker

_UCF's Student Accounting Society
will feature Michael "Mickey"' Miller,
director of finance for the city of
Orlando, as the guest speaker at the
organization's Feb. 1 (in ENGR 360)
meeting. He will be addressing the
group on Governmental Accounting
~ith a speech titled "Current Changes
m Governmental Financial Reporting."
Miller is a native Floridian and a
gr!duate of the University of Florida

Prior to his pre~ent position, he was
Budget/Internal Auditor with the. City
of Orlando. he is a certified public accountant
and certified internal
auditor who has seven years of government-finance
experience.
Miller "
belongs to The Florida Municipal
Finance Officers Association and The
Municipal
Finance
Officers
Association.
The students and public are invited
to attencl.

Financial Aid ready
for student applications

is Feb. 29th. New students and those
.students entering the university on the
short form will need a copy of their acceptance to the university from the
admissions office. Freshmen may need
a copy of their transcripts from high
school.
Always check with the lending institution and the Financial Aid Office
concerning the requirements needed
for receiving a guaranteed loan.
Disbursement of checks from the lending institution will be made on the
first day of classes.

Correction

The Student Fi~anc~l -Aid Office
The phone number for the Karate has _a vailable all financial aid apClub
in last week's Future was wrong.
plication needed in order to receive aid
The
correct
numb r is 282-1156.
for the 1980-81 academic year. The
academic year runs from July 1, 1980
until June 30 ,' 1981. All applications
should be completed by April 1, 1980.
1
Any applications post marked after
this date are accepted condition~lly,
and aid is awarded on a first come first served basis.
·
'
If aid is needed for summer quarter,
a summer aid request form is needed as
well as the 1980-81 financial aid applications.
.
.
The deadline date for applying for a
guaranteed loan for the spring quarter..__ __ ______

.-----....miiiiiiiiiii-....-----....
Hush IHfle babv
d 'f
on you cry.
If someone doesn't
dO
th•
some 1ng,
YOY'.IJ.jusf die.
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o_r_..._______.
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market_ place
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help wanted

personal _

wanted

Wanted: Food Service & Preparation Personnel for We have a sweet housebroken-part bachsund for
Ha_rley Hotel of ~rlando. Waiters, waitresses/All adoption at the shelter. Please call Maggie 2681.
shifts; bar attendants, captains, hostesses, ·
busboys, food expediter, room service and r---------------~
banquet personnel. Apply in person to the Personnel Office, 151 E. Washington Monday-Friday 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

ca rpoo I

All interested students: high paying part-time
jobs on campus . . . you set the hours. Write
Collegiate Press, Box 556, Belleville, Ml 48111
now. No obligation.
Wanted-students to work as personal attendants

Central Brevard area. M w F, 9:00 • 4:00. Call
632-5135 after 5:00.
Will share driving and/or expenses from Titusville.
8-2 Mon~ Wed. Fri. Call Patty 267-6555.

BACKPACKING for Bqinners! Spring break in
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transportation by bus; all equipment provided. Umited
space. Outdoor Adventures, 93 SE 43 Street
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call 0 ;
write for more inform1tion.
Homecoming is a time to celebrate our being part
of UCF either in the past, present or future. Let's
mak! it a case of total envolvement and give a
rousing welcome to the King and Queen selected
to represent the University for 1980·'81. Lots of
Love from the Queen who served for 1977-78. Rita
Reutter.

form~e ~~i~p~d ~~e~~~n~~~ri~ ~-------------~~---------~-~--~

Quarter, 1980. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph.
275-2371, Special Services.

r---------------..J

fOr SaI e
Contessa six string guitar, plus.h case, and stands.
Only $100. Call Dave Betts at 677-1003.
Sound Design sound system-turntable, AM/FM, Strack player & speakers. $100 or best offer. Call
275-3848.Marti.

r----------------J

lost&found
Silver a'1d Torquoise wra~around ring. Reward!
Call collect (305) 453-6118.

deadlines
Classified ads must be submitted in person no
later than Monday, 4 p.m. and paid for at time of
placement. On-campus rates are per ine: 50c for
one issue; 45c for two issues; 40cr for three
issues; and 35c for four or more issues.

services

Professional, accurate typing.for all ·reports,
papers, theses & resumes. Grammar punc
spelling corrected. Call Jan at 423-8486 ~r Ann ~t
298-4230. Fee negotiable.
Ne~d

a typ!st? The Future keeps a list of current
typists available to type your term papers, theses,
report~ and resumes. Call 275-2865 for more in·
formation.
.
EXPERT TYPING • 18 yrs. exp. Term papers,
reports, theses, resumes, etc. Correction of
spelling, grammar,- punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea. 678-1386.
Typing/editing. Large or small jobs. Judy: 2752351or677-1902.
·
Typing, experienced with term papers, thesis
resumes, editing: paper supplied. IBM Selectric 11
C/T. Reasonable. Marti Lyons-UCF-2811. Home·
365-6874.
Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. Call Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30.

The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 years ex·
i----------------1 FREELANCE
perience at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND
TYPIST. Interested in theses, disser·
tations, term papers, 1st class work assured with
The Future would like to thank IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie,
the brothers of Lambda Chi 647-4451, after 2.

. ·--..lpha
.
for delivering the Futures
lor us every Friday morning.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST · "A" for my own typed
research paper · IBM Correcting Selectric. Sharon
677-0300. Fee negotiable.

JOAN'S TYPING SERVICE. CASH or
830-5871.

BARTER,

You have only yourself to sell! Creative resumes
of distinction and quality. "Designed for You"
Call Lisa at Peterson and Wolfe Public Relations.
671-5995.
·
Need a roommate?. Call us THE ROOMMATE.CONNECTION for professionally screened compatible
roommate. Mon-Sat.1~. 647-5951.
ABORTl~N SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
cost birth control.
Privacy, confidentiality
guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N.
Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a
day: 422-0606; or toll free 1(800) 432-8517.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
pregnanc~ test~

Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Cal for appointment-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

•
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anoers demonstrate
concern over coastline

from page 1

don't see ·anything that will sumbarine in our two big funds," Baldwin said.
Most of UCF's aid is given in the form of Basic Educational Opportunity Grants
and Guaranteed Student Loans.

estimated that the trip will take about
70 days, and he plans to camp overnight on 25 of those days. "People
"We have two very available sources, and both programs are increasing. Last
have offered me food and lodging for
September we had 987 requests for BEOG's and this quarter it's around 2600," he
the rest of the trip," said Quincy.
said.
While in the Everglades, Quincy said
Financial Aid also i:-eceives $1.2 million in Supplementary Educational Opporhe will string a hammock between
tunity Grant funds.
.
·
trees during the night.
Although Quincy said he has never - "That sounds great for the student, and it is, but it bogs up the rest of the system.
heard of anyone else taking the same · We had to really struggle tQ meet our deadline, as well as student demand," comtrip, he insisted he isn't doing it for the mented Baldwin.
· glory. "I hope no one thinks I'm a nut
to do this. I'm planning on seeing
"The biggest problem this ¥ear is a shortage of parttime employment funds, and
Florida's coast like I've never done with the minimum wage raised, it's even more difficult," said Baldwin.
before, meet some wonderful people
Summing up the Financial Aid situation, Baldwin stated that "spring quarter
and have a great trip," he sa id.
looms out there as ;:i real problem this year."

by Carol Arnold
staff writer

Financial A i d - - - - -

.

Residents of the Florida Coast will
see unusual things off the shoreline
during the next few months.
Lt.
Govenor Wayne· Mixon, members of
the media and business leaders of the
state will travel the Florida coastline in
an aluminum canoe from Sears,
Roebuck and Company. ·
Guided by Peter Quincy, a 38-yearold marine ' biologist and geologist
from the Florida Audubon Society
these and other environmentalists will
paddle their way around the coast of
Florida, from Pensacola to Frenandina
Beach.
~~~~......,,.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ frompage6
The trip is. part of the activities
planned to publicize the proclamation
were spreading ourselves too thin with
necessary," said Fickett.
hygienal equipment. Then we have to
issued by President Carter designating
Activity
and
Service
fees."
If
the
evaluation
favors
continuance
decide how to fund the program for the
1980-81 as the "Year of the Coast."
When asked why the legislation was of the program, Payas said, "We next year."
Carter and Florida's Govenor Bob
even brought up before completion of vvould go ahead and pu_rchase the
"We have twq a lterna ti ves," Pa yas
Graham are promoting the protection
the evaluation, Fickett said, "I don't
Hony Haymond, the denta l hygenist said, "to increase the health fee by SO
of coa~tal resources, through_ coastal
know why it was even introduced."
at UCF, •said "the students seem to cents, or take the money from Acplanning and i;nanagement.
Colbourn
expressed
other
worries
in
like the program a lot. We're full-up."
tivities a'n d Service FeE: account."
Quincy said he doesn't feel the
regard to dental aid. "Because student
One definite addition to the dental
Colbourn said that he i's reluctant to
canoe's passengers are as important as
government invests so .much money, aid program is its expansion into an
instate the SO-cent increase. 'Tm not
its purpose. ·"We are making the trip
we might not be able to do some educational format.
su_re there is a proposal yet, but
for several reasons. We hope to raise
academic projects, very beneficial to
"College students. are notori~us for another a_lternative would be to invoke
funds for the society and we hope to
the students," Colbourn said. He ad- t~ir lack of dental care, so I definitely
some modest user fee."
make the public aware of the
ded that developing the legal aid think some form of education is
widespread misuse and abuse of the
program at the same time "posed difcoastal resources," said Quincy. ·
fficulties."
"The buildings that are being built
"Also, since it is the students who
right on the shoreline are costing the
paid this money, they should be served
taxpayers millions of dollars when the
· in their best interests," Colbourn said.
beach has to be rebuilt," he .added.
"The i~portant question is, what can
. The 38-year-old graduate of the
the project to for the most students?" .
University of Miami has never canoed
The dental aid program was initially
more than 60 miles at a time before,
will be held on Tuesdays
proposed near the end of the 1979
but said he has planned the trip well,
spring quarter.
from 3:30 to 5:30p.m. in :t;:NG_. 360
and is prepared.
According
to
Payas,
about
$4,300
Many of the other persons parfor salaries and equipment has been
EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO ATTEND!
ticipating will not canoe the entire
spent thus far on the program.
way, but join Quincy for portion of
"One good thing is that a lot of the
the trip. ·
equipment
has been donated to us. For
'Tm prepared for cold weather · in
instance,
the
chair (Hygienistunit) was
the Panhandle, I have my thermal undonated
by
an
area ·dentist," Payas
derware and my warm gloves. But I said.
won't have any protection. from the
Presently, dental services include Xwind as I travel from Tallahassee to .
rays
and oral examinations.
Tarpon Springs."
Quincy has

Dental Aid

PARTICIPATE WITH THE SENATE

SEN.A TE MEETINGS
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Good only at all participating Wendy's in
Orange, Seminole and Osceola Counties.
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Chairman defends committee performance
by Mary Wilson

.

managing editor

Despite c:ritic:isms leveled against th<'
orig.inal Clubs and Organization·
CommittC'<' of this VC'ar's Studc'nt
Senate. form<'r studc,~t sPnator and
CommittC'C' Chairman Bob Krulish insists his committC'C' was "wrongc•d" bv
indietm'ents made against it.
·
The criticisms WNC' summarized in
statements made bv Student Bodv
Vice .President James . Blount during a~
interview printed in last weC'k 's Future.
Blount accusC'd the committee' of "a
general lack of smsitivitv and the
inability - to
accept
c~rnstructivc
criticism." Blount said "The problC'm
was that
thC' C&O
committee
scrutinized too much." HC' aclded,
"The re was often prejudice against
some
clubs
and
organizations
requesting funds."
Krulish, who resigned form the
senate a t the end of last quarter, defends the committ~e's reco~-cl, d~scribing it

Dorlns--from

•

as a "s<'ap<'goat" for Stuc!C'nt C:ovnnnwnt.
Both Blount and Krulish agn•e that
tlw smate's delay in passing the· financ:c· C'odC', which sets up the' C&O c:ommitt<'<'. was partial:v responsible• for thl'
committc'e's e•arly problems. "The
sC'natc' wante•cl the' most rffrdivc- c:om-

miltc•c• possil>I<·." said s<·natc- pro tl'm
Mic:h<'lk Tharp. "Th<'\' had lots of
rc·,·lsions to th<' cod<' so .it just clrngg<'cl
Oil.

Sine<' the· finance' C'ocl<' was not
passC'cl until Nov. 8 th<' C&O c:ommittC'e, c•rnpow<'rc'cl to grant up to $400 to
each club rc·quc·sti~1g funds bdor<' it.

hC'gan nwding in the' sevt'nth wc'ek of
tlw fall quarte•r. Acc:ording to Blount,
"II had r<'quests bac:kl'd up from the
l><'ginning of sumnwr quartC'r, and tht'n
( tlw C'om mi tteC') wen' on 1. looking at
fiq· requC'sts a WC'ek ... Krulish said the
C'<>rnmittce was mrrelv bC'ing c:areful
with a Iimitecl buclgc•t ..

page i

qeyond that."
The building contractor will bill the
university on a ·monthly basis, and the
university wi1l draw on the HUD
balance, Morris said.
"Hopefully the !~an will cover all ·of
our costs," said Morr.is. "WE'ii see
how close the bids come to our
estimates."
John Goree, Vice President of
Business Affairs made the application
for the loan before the HUD loan
program was discontinued in I 979.
Morris said our applicatton was .ac-·
cepted above other universities because .
of our increasing enrollment and
present dorm space .
The new dorms will house approximately 436 students according to
Richard Lavender, campus architect.
The exact number of buildings hasn't .
decided yet, nor whether the dorms
shall be two or three stories. "The arch itecture will be basically the same as
the ·existfrig dorms," said Lavender.
"We could go to three buildings, but
the matter is still being studied. The
buildings will have mostly two-person
rooms," he added.
Architects are still in the design
stage.
Within the month, a more
detailed plan should be available said
Lavender. Bidding for the construction of the dorms should begin in May.
Gr~undbreaking for the dorms
should take place in the early summer
of 1980 and be c9mpleted in the summer of l 98 l, according to Lavender.
Morris said that design suggestions
for the new dorms were sough~ bror:1
UCF resident students, three former
housing directors and the physical
plant.
·
A three page "druthers" list also was
complied. It includes wider halls and
doorways for handicapped residents,
as well as ramps; better lighting; and
better bathroom facilities. More efficient use of energy also is being considered said Morris.
Lavender said ap_a rtments for
resident advisers are being planned.
He said there also had been discussion
about making the dorms coed.
However, the format now being ·
utilized will probably be continued .
Morris said the dorms may eventually house athletes for the Olympic
tryouts in Orlando wins the bid for the
1984 Olympic trials.
"The dorms
would have to be finished by July 1,
198 I for us to use them in t~e tryouts.
UCF is where the swim meets would be
held" Morris said.
"If Orlando
doesn't get the bid and we go on tltc
sem st r system , then the dorms would
n ed to be finished no later than Aug.
IS, 1981.
The dormitories will be loc.atecl by
the self-ser ice post office and continue
r asl bet' een the Village Ccntc>r a nd
th r art complex.

ENGINEERS AND COMPUTl~R SClENCE GRADS:

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE. TO PUT
WHAT y ·o u'VE LEARNED TO WORK.
YES, as a company we're a leader in
fast, exciting fields ... aircraft, missiles, spacecraft, electronics, automation, and health services. But we
also .realize that our leadership depends on how fast our people ·g row.
SO, our goal is to provide opportunities for future-minded engineers
and computer scientists who want
to grow right along with .a leader.

IF, you're ready to get your ca_
reer
, off the ground, McDonnell Douglas
wants ·to talk to you. Sign up at the
Placement Office for personal interview. Here is the date we'll be·on
campus:

a

T~ursday &

AND, we want to talk to graduating
seniors and graduate students about
their goals.

An equal opportunity employer. U.S. Citizenship required .

Friday
Jan. 31 & Feb. 1

Co111111ent
Alumni should
· be proud

8
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Homecoming 1980. It's probably not much qifferent from the Homecomings of other years. But
that brings up an important question: Why do
schools have Homecoming anyway?
Often in the heat of- the festivities, students,
alumni and others connected with the university
forget t~at ·Homecoming was established to allow
the ah.it.nni of an institution to return to see how it
has progresssed. It also is an opportunity for
students and alumni to once again see old acquaintances with whom they have lost touch to see how
they have faired since graduation:
UCF and those connected with it have a lot to be
proud of. In less than two decad~s, the university
has established six colleges of good quality for
those interested in pursuing a postsec;ondary
_education.
·
Especially in recent y~ars, the university has
grown swiftly and is making a name for itself, its
graduates and Central Florida. This year Torchy
Clark slated his 200th win as a basketball coach,
and he has successfully produced a qua.lity basketball prograin. Coach Lucy McDaniels has taken
our women's volleyball team to several national
championships. And UCF is leading the state in
experiments with peer advisement, as well ·as the
growth of the school's Computer Science Depar- tment and College of Health-Related professions.
During the past three years, it has also a·d ded at
least three new buildings to its physical strength.
Future graduates of UCF will join the ranks of
Dick Batchelor, a UCF alumni who is serving as a
the
state congressman and is vying for a seat
U.S. Congress. They also will make contacts with
. those wh.o hold leading positions in nationallyrecognized newspapers, the space program,
-Florida businesses and many other fields.
In order to grow more, however, UCF will need
the ·assistance of these alumni. The university needs
financial, moral and a·cademic support from' these
persons. In order for any large university to continue growing, it must receive support from their
alumni, and Florida State University and .University of Florida are prime examples of what fi.rm
alumni backipg can do for a university.
In return, UCF students should continue to
strive for the highest in academic ideals and accomplishments. Through strong contacts, students, .
taculty, and alumni can help UCF become as large
as and more dynamic than these more established
educational institutions .
The Editorial Board

in

Letter Poliey
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3'
p.m: on the Monday prior to publication to be considered
for the issue. Letters must bear the writer's signature and
phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The
Future reserves the right to edit le.tters.
Mailing address: P.O. Box·25000, Orlando, Florida 21816.
Editorial office .p hone: 275-2601. Business office phone:
275-2865.
This public document was pro~ulgated ~t an annual cost o'f
$78,893 or 6. 7 cents per copy to inform the university
community. Annual advertising revenue of $56,.893 defray
72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through
the Activity and Service Fee as allocated 'by the student
government of the University of Central Florida.
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·Letters to the~ Editor
Wh~

can say ad is immoral?

Editor:
As an alumni of UCF, now working toward a
second degree, I would like to respond .to Anne
Porterfield's condemnation of the Seeds and
Stems Head Shop and h~r criticism of the Future ·
for printing its a.cl.
First of all, I don't smoke pot, swill beer, pop
pills or make recreational use of drugs in any
way. I-have more respect for my body than that
and better uses for my time. I think this ought to _
-

qualify me as being anti-drug er-ough to comment
from ,Porterfield's side of the fence--so to speak.
Let me ask, just what is "drug paraphernalia?"
During prohibition I'm sure beer mugs and
cocktail glasses were freely sold and advertised .
Were tliese not paraphernalia intended to
facilitate the consumption of illegal drugs? And
what about ice cubes? Does ice in the refrigerator
indicate a resident , alcoholic? After all, most
alcoholics l!Se icejn the!I _drinks..
_
These are trivial examples true, but
they do illustrate the legal difficulty in
trying to restrict the use and sale of
drug paraphernalia. As long as the
possibility for other than legal use is
inherently a part of an item, it_is n~arly
impossible to catagorize it as illegal
paraphernalia or to make such a
categorization stick in a court of law.
Editor:
What right then· would a small
I feel, as a student from UCF's campus, it is my duty to ex- university newspaper have in l:rying to
press.feelings about the lack of support given to the basket- second guess the courts? If the courts
ball team during their fine season. On Jan. 9, 1980, I attend- allow the place to operate, then the
ed my first basketball game at UCF. My thoughts were place is legal and bares the right to adthat our team's season has just begun. I came to find out
vertise. You don't like it; you change
that they were now ·I0-0 and ranked number one in the the law.
As far as the moral responsibili!)' of
nation.
Publicity is lacking for the support of our team. I live on the newspaper to protect ~s from
campus and was -still unaware of the basketball team's sue- disagreeable elements of the world,
cess. It would be a good idea to have banners, poster, and . who or what decides what is offensive?
flyers to inform the students, plus the outside community, on I, for one, demarn;l of m'y university
··
newspaper a·free uncensored exchange
the basketball team.
I roughly calculated 1,000 people at the game Thursday of ideas in the advertisements as well as ·
" night. I checked the amount of people tl}e gym can hold and the articles. ·Whoever has the money to
it is approximately 2,000-2,500 fans. We are missing quite a pay for an ad and is legal (as ·deterJew fans for the team.
·
mined by the courts) entity· certainly
I observed that not all the sororities and fraternities were has my blessings -to -advertise in · any
newspaper I read; even if I don't
present in full force, too.
The radio stations are doing a fairly good job of letting the choose to avail myself of their services
I
public know about the game, but the public is not realizing or I find those . services offensive .
. that UCF is a growing, prosperous university that has a great That's a part
living in a society
athletic potential and is doing fantastic in thr, field of basket- · dedicated to personal "'liberty and
ball.
freedom of choice.
Having a number one team in th~ nation means the team
I do, however, wish there was an
cannot do fr alone. I plan to attend, as much as possible, the
agency o_r organization . dedicated ta
rest of our games because of the reasons I have presented. ·providing rebuttal to those adver. Oh, by the way, Miss Gugel, have you seen the great Knights tisements, which although perfectly
play basketball?
·
legal, promote the use of healthsubstances.
This
Jill R: Richards damaging
organization should, of course, be ex. pected to pay for its advertisements
Editors note: Yes, I have attended most of the games.
like anyone else. It could raise money

Basketball team
needs support

of

Ads, pa~-
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Bong Show showcases students' talents
~

by Doug Marks

Brian LaPeter/Future

Todd Sundeen and the Pike band play '"So
Long" to win first place during the Bong
Show.

The Third Annual Bong Show incorporated as part
of UCF's Homecoming festivities, was held Jan. Zl
and emceed by comedian and juggler Michael
Marlin.
First place and $50.29 went to the Pike Band,
sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity. The band
played their rendition of the Henry Paul Band's "So
Long."
·
Second place and $34.62 was won by Tau Kappa
Epsilon's comic interview between midgets Jimi:ny
Carter and Ayatollah Khomeini. V. C. Assistant
Coordinator for Programming, Cathy Kane,
organizer of the show, said the act was received
"hysterically" by the audience.
She sai_d the crowd became rowdy and noisy during
the act, but Marlin "hand! d them extremely well,"
with tastefully bawdy jokes, anecdotes and juggling.
Kevin Brown and Dave Cunningham, sponsored by
Air Force ROTC, took third place and $20. 79 with
their version of th
agles tune '.'Desparado." They
both sang to Cunningham's piano ac ompanirhent.
The three judg s for thi year's Bong Show were
Don Jonas, UCF Football coach; Cher Stempler,
former director of UCF's "Simply Shakespeare"
grucp and Ron Page, a 1973 UCF graduate and former president of the UC~ Alumni Association.

According to Kane, Marlin was received · enthusiastically by the crowd; His act included a story
delivered in time to classical music and his jugglin~
of five scarves ..

.,
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Midget Ayatollah Khomeini and Jimmy
Carter entertain students at the Bong Show.

Parade, bonfire, dance highlight Homecoming .
by Doug Marks
,
staffwrtter
UCF . will celebrate Homecoming
thjs week with a wide variety of acti vi ties designed around the theme,
"Knights and Dolls· A Roaring Salute
to the '20s."
·
. The weekend activities will begin
Friday at noon with the UCF

.
.
Parade will m~rch through downt.o~n
Orlando. It will start from Expos1t1on
Park and end at the intersection of
Church Street and Carlan? Avenue. .
Paul Franzese of the Village Center
said there will be four or five
music~al g~oups P.laying in t~e parade.
Rosie 0 Grady s band will play for

~:~~~~~:~: ::~~~eF1::tisc:h~:~:~ ~;

Village Center features Ken Russell's films

school organizations will be judged,
and the UCF Jazz Barid will perform. ·
Immediately, following the parade, a
pep rally complete with UCF
. cheerleaders and the UCF Pep Band,
will be held on the Village Center
Green.
After the pep rally, "Transatlan. .tique" will rock and roll the crowd on
the Green until 3:30 p.m. The .VC
movie . at 8:30 p .m. will be "The
Sting," shown in the Village Center
Assembly Room.
·At .10 p.m. there will be a bonfire at
Lake Claire, with greeks and other
clubs competing to see who can bring
the largest pile of firewood.
Saturday morning a Homecoming

by Kim Reade
•taffwrtter
The
Village
Center
Cinema
Classiques will begin its Great Director
Series featuring Ken Russel at 8:30 p.m.
Jan. 30 in the Village Center Assembly
Room.
The first film in the series will be
"The Music Lovers," starrir.g Glenda
jackson, Richard Chamberland, Max
Adrian and Christopher Gable.
On Feb. 6 will be "Lisztomania"
starring
Roger
Daltrey,
Rick
Wakeman, Ringo Starr, Paul Nic~olas,
~nd Sara Kestelman.
'
On Feb. 13 will be "Tomy" starring
Roger Daltrey, Ann-Margaret. Elton
John, Paul Nicholas, and The Who.

.
..
. .
gra?uates d.un~? _the Alum~t Pizza
and Beer Night m the Multipurpose
Ro.o m froin 5:30 to 7 p.m. Saturday.
Franzese said last year's aluqmi dinner
brought about a hundred graduates,
but as of - Tuesday, over 200 had
bought tickets for ~he party.
The Homecoming game, UCF vs.

"The Devils," starring Vanessa
Redgrave, and Oliver Reed, will be
shown Feb. 27.
·
On March 5 will be "The Boy
Friend" starring Twiggy, Christopher
Gable, and Tommy Tune.
"Womerr in Love" starring Glenda
Jackson, Alan Bates and Oliver Reed,
will be shown March 12.
Ken Russell is a British director born
on July 3, 1927, in Southampton,
Hampshire, on the southern coast of
England, where his film version _of
Sandy Wilson's musical "The Boy
Friend" is' set. he is known in the film
world as "middle aged enfant terrible
of the seventies," who after a rigorious
training in BBC-TV art films turned
out to want to shock people, and did so
with a flair but with no subtility.
Russell attempted ballet, acting, and
then turned to photography.
He
married the d~signer Shirley Ann
Kingdon in 1957, and they worked
together on several of his early short
films, among them "Peepshow" and
"Amelia and the Angel."
On the basis of these films, he was
hired by BBC-TV as a director, first
making short films on the arts for

Eckerd College, will begfo at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday in the gym. During halftime,
the Homecoming Queen and King will
be crowned.
At 10 p.m., after the game, the
Homecoming Dance will begin in the
VCAR. "Toca," a Florida band, will
play dance music ranging from Top 40
and Disco to rock and southern rock.

"Monitir" and then progress~ng to
longer biographies of artists and composers for "Omnibus." Dubbed the ·
"Wild Man of BBC," Russell became
the most famous British TV director of
· the l 960's. His last BBC film, "Dance;Of the Seven Veils: . A Comic Strip in
Seven Episodes on the Life of Richard
Strauss," caused an uproar of controversy when it was telecast in 1970.
Russell's career as a motion picture
director has followed a similar attern
of initial enthusiasm from critics, particularly for his .. Women in Love" (the .
D. H. Lawrence novel) in 1969, and .
then highly emotional critical abuse
for his next films, "The Music Lovers,"·
(the life of Tchaikowsky) and "The
· Devils." Critical misunderstandings
and neglect, however, have not prevented his films from being extremely
popular with audiences.
Like Hitchcock, Russell is one of the
few directories whose name usually
guarantees lines at the box office.
Recently, many younger directors have
acknowlegded his influence, and a
number of critics have recognized him
as among the most imaginit_ive,
prolific dirrctors of modern cinema.

Loggins keeps audience
fired during performance

John Moody/Future·

Loco-motion, a vaudeville theater .:., . .ip, ·recreate -20's style comedy
during a Jan. 22 performance. See article above for more information
on Homecoming.

by Marshall Hamlin ·
·
treelancewrlter
In the late sixties, when America was
in domestic turmoil over Vietnam,
Berkeley, California was the center of
the revolution with the Students for
Democratic · Society, peace marches
and L.S.D. Many young people's
views
on
life
were
radically
rearranged, some for the better and
some for the worse. Kenny Loggins
showed Orlando his change was for the
better Jan. 16 at Bob Carr Auditorium.
When doing a show in Berkeley these
days, it's like "playing for family" he
said. It's obvious, when talking to
Loggins, that the Berkeley scenl'
opened his ryes and gave him a cause
and a peopie \\ ;; h which to relate. the:
enNgy and feeling that he felt then is
still evident in his stage pC'rformance
today. he has a style that ranges from

"prefty" music to rock and roll. he not
only croons to his audience, but can
also get them to stand up and rock.
Most people remember Kenny
Loggins from the legendary Loggins
and Messina days. The 'problem lies
with the misconception that Loggins
an·d Messina were partners.
"Loggins and Messina were two solo
artists working together," Loggins explained. "We had no business or partnership contracts together . In fact, we
didn't .even have the same business
managers."
Loggins had plans to release a solo
album, but felt as friend Jim Messina
did, that he could rC'ceive the
rl'cognition he dl'scrvrd if he and
Messina were to tea m up for Loggins
first album. This would more or less
let Loggins ride on Messina's coattail,
as Messina was already well-known for
i ,oggim. r>ag<' I 0
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tour.)
Loggins agreed , but after the converhis previous work with the "Buffalo
sation realized he had no band. GetSpringfield" and "Poco."
ting together with the Loggins and
Clin
Qavis, a CBS exe~utive
Messina's ex-bassest George Hawkin~
"didn't want to sink money into a du~
they recruited Mike Hamilton on lead
that was breaking up," Loggins said.
guita~, Tris Imboden on drums, Vince
David pushed Messina to keep the duo
De.nham and john Clarke or horns, and
together.
1
Brian Mann on keyboards. With only
"I was so green, I had turnips
minimal time, they worked out a 30growing out my ears," Loggins
minute set with one encore.
snickered. Messina was doing all the
At first it was hard for Loggins. "I
negotiations with CBS while Loggins
had to g~t used to working the whole
sat back and trusted his friend . it
stage instead of just the right side," he
prqved
to
be
very
successful
said. Loggins also had to learn to grab
arrangement, as Loggins and Messina
the audience, which was a bit difficult
bacame one o~ the most popular a·cts of
since, "the first ten rows were pimplethe seventies.
1
faced teenage boys waiting for Stevie
'Jim and I were as close as two
Nicks."
people could ever be yet we came
together to spl.it apart," said Loggio.s,
Loggins learned well, for he captures
who is an individualist, ,and felt comthe stage, leaving his predominately
pelled to pursue his solo career.
female audience rn awe. his voice has
After Loggins and Messina broke up ,.
the power and style to run up and
Loggins was in a limbo period. One
down the scale with ease, and his lyrics
day, Mick Fleetwood (of Fleetwood
will tame the beast and corrupt the
Mack) called Loggins and asked him if
dove.
he wanted to open the show for FleetIn about 10 y~ars, Kenny Loggins
wood Mack's upcoming tour. (Fleethas gone from greenhorn to one of the
wood Mack had opened the show for
most popular and ta'!ented solo artists
Loggins and Messina during their last
_in the world of rock music today.

-

----------------

NEW
GREEK

•Roast Lamb
• Mousaka
•Gyros
• Shish-ke-Bab

RESTAURANT

• Dolmathakia
• Seafood
• Greek salads
•Baklava
• Pastichio

Serving the best Greek dish.es for lunch and
dinner in relaxed atmosphere.

Monday Buy a Gyros Sand. and you get a
free Be r or the second half price.
Tuesday Buy a Sou laki Sand. and you get a
free Brer or soft drink of vour choice.
Wednesday Buv a Beefteki.Sand. and ou
get a free toss~d safa cl.
•
Thursday Buy any Dinnrr and you gE't a free
BC'C'r or House W inc of vou r choice>.

•

Marshlll Hamlln/Future

Kenny Loggins lights the fire to a sell-out crowd at . Bob Carr
Auditorium. His new album "Keep th~ Fire~" is his third solo attempt
.
since breaking the loggins and Messina duo.

Hughes recruiters
speak
many languages:
FORTRAN, laser, gallium arsenide, microwave, Comsat·,
fellowships, ADA (a dialect of Pascal), arid more.
Best of all, they talk your language.

•••••••••••••••••••••

So have a talk about your future and ours. Ask your
placement office when the Hughes recruiters will be
on campus.

<;;yros is a lean blend of specially selrctC'd
portions of. beef and lamb. Seas~mecl and
cookrcl to sear· the oi.1tsidr so that the juice
and flavor are sealC'd inside. 'rrvcd on
nutritious Pita BrC'ad, and jajiki sauec.

r------------------,

! ·HUGHES j
L------------------J
I

Coupon
Offer Exgires February 15

(

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
'

NEED CAR
INSURANCE?
'

Here are 5 ~~ reasons \Vhy
you sJiould call Criterion:

CITIZENS 24 ~
OUR 24 HOUR TELLER
··If you .missed our .noet.
· Acquainted :Partf' -.-_~
.

1

CONVENIENT PAYMENT PIANS

2

RATES BA~ID ON YOUR
DRIVING RECORD

3

Criterion has several .plans to
make it easier to pay for your car
insurance.

Your rates will be determined on ·
an individual basis including your
driving record.
COUNTRYWIDE ClAIM SERVICE

With a network of 2,500 claim
representatives throughout the
U.S. and Canada, )Qu're protected ·
wherever )QU drive.

4
5

MONEY SAVING DEDUCTIBLES

Ctjterion offers several higher
deductibles which can save )QU
money on Comprehensive and
Collision coverage.
DEPENDABLE PROTECTION

Criterion is a financially strong
company which has specialized in
.a uto insurance since 1961.

CALL TODAY
Cati 645·1488
Jim Rlchardsiln
3131 Corrine Orive., Orlando, Fla.

·Criterion Insurance Conipany
AUTO INSURANCE SPECIALISTS SINCE 1961

(

..·

The come in and
_take -Clfantage of ·
·· the demonstiafions·,· ". .
of our Cilizens 24.·
teller now on display
until Fehruary t~. ·

~

:2~f

.

•We still h•e.- iurprises
'.. 'Another
People Pleasing $1Nle1
· ·from

Citizens Bank
of Oviedo

.

156 Cen8"a DrNe
365-6611

Memhar FDIC

•
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Torchy's men meet first defeat
by Fred Lee
staff writer

In what was touted as their first real
test this season, the top-ranked UCF
basketball team traveled to Lakeland
Monday and .was bitten by the Florida
-Southern Moccasins 96-90.
A packed and screaming 3,021 fans
saw the lead change hands or be tied
30 times. Florida Southern finally
went ahead to stay 63-62 early in the
second half.
Foul trouble by Gerald Jones left
UCF without a play-maker most of the
first half. Jones,-who seldom fouls, waz_
on the court only · five minutes in the /
~
period.
Ruben Cotton fouled out with 4:33
remaining in the game, leaving UCF
without their leading rebounder.
Knight Coach Torchy ·Clark told
. reporters that 26 fouls were called
against his team, while Southern only
had 16. Not having Jones and Cotton
was the difference, according to Clark.
Bo Clark, UCF's leading scorer, was
forced to take up the play-making
duties and didn't score a field goal until late in the first half. He finished
with 25 points, 11 of which came from
the free throw 1ine .
.The Knights started the game
playing loose and taking good shots,
but fouls made them force shots and go
for the long pass later.
Jim Beechum was the spark plug for
UCF late in the first half. Two steals
turned into two Bo Clark lay-ups after
Beechum checked in for Ruben Cotton,
who had left with 3 fouls.
· A technical foul on the Southern
coach gave the Knights a six-point play
and a 33-28 halftime led.
UCF opened the second half with
their starting five, 11th ranked but
Southern wasn't impressed and led by
eight points at one time.
Mark "King's outside shooting kept
the Knights at bay. he finished with 23
points, 16 in the second half, to lead
Southern scorers.
"The shooting from outside was
phenomenal," said Southern Coach

Hal Wissel. "This game was great for
college basketball in Florida."
Both coaches praised the second half
play of Gerald Jones.
"Jones was
amazing," Wisell said.
"He made
pressure shot after pressure<Shot."
Clark said he wondered how many
points Jones would have gooten had he
played the ent ire game. He finished
with 22.
"The difference between two clubs
was I felt we had more discipline in the
final minutes," said Wissel. "They
flattened out the zone, made us shoot
outside and kept us from getting it
where we wanted. But when they started coming out, we had the dis.cipline
thise .big pointo get the ball inside
ts."
.
Ruben Cotton had 15 points for UCF
while Pete Krull added 10, and Dean
Rossin scored eight.
The Knights
record fell to 15-1.
UCF had little trouble in their conference opener against Biscayne. The
Knights trounced the Bobcats 101-66
behind the scoring of Gerald Jones and
rebounding of Ruben Cotton.
Jones finished with 27 points. Cotton added 21 more -and hauled down
14 rebounds. Both players had 19 in
the first half.
The most interesting part of the
game came after half-time, \'.1hen there
was great suspense over whether the
majorettes would get their recorded
music to work.
Jones went on his scoring rampage
early, hitting 11 of the Knights' first 17
points. "They're a hell of a team," said
Biscayne Coach Ken Stibler. "They're
incredible."
incredible."
Bo Clark ; usually UCF's leading
scorer, finished with just 18 points.
Clark explained that it's the players
with the "hot hand" who shoot, and
Jones was definately hot.
UCF's
next
home
game
is
Homecoming, tomorrow night at 7:30
against Eckerd College. The Knights
travel to Lake Wales to take on Webher College Tuesday.

for

Brian LaPeter/Future

David Trost (21) and Dean Rossin (51) display the teamwork that
helps the Knights win games.. ·ucF's next game is tommorow night
against Eckerd College at 7 ;30 p.m. The 1980 Homecoming king and
queen will be named during halftime.

Grapplers knock !Jf~ t~o more opponents
:1

¥:.w.

by Jim Ames

.

staff writer

The UCF wrestling team came up\\
18, and Florida International, 32-l&.
the Bulldogs tonight at 7:30.

Coach Loe Corso's wrestling Knights lifted thier record·
above .500 (6-4), as they rol·Ied over Cal State -(Pa.) 25-18,
a.nd Florida International 32-18. They also split victories in
a tri-match held two weeks ago losing at Augustana 27-5 and
then bouncing back against The Citadel 34-12.
Against Cal State, the Knights' lower and middle divisions
»"ere the most effect ive weapons for llCF, as the Knights
he;.wvweights could not muster a victorv in the last four
weight categories.
.
Leading the Knights is srnic1r Rich Dombrowski, an AllAmcrican last year, who i~ sporting a 9-0 personal record at
158 pounds. Dombrowski pinned his opponent from The
Citadel in only two minutes and 55 seconds.
Doug Peters, grappling at 134 pounds, is also off to a
strong start, with a 7-1 record, adding to the consistE'nt winning performancE's of the lowE'r weights.
At I 18 pounds, Robert Wimberly is another strong performer for the Knights, and he has defeated seven of eight
· · opponents so far this SE'ason. Joe Hopp, wrestling at l 2q
pounds, as a 5-2 record on t~e year.
·
The Knights only loss in the last four matches was to
Augustana, who finished third in thE' nation among Division
II schools. the talent-laden Augustana team has thr<.>e AllAmericans on this year's squad.
In ·thr FI match, UCF allowed International victories
in only two w<.>ight categories ( 134 and 177).
Corso said of his squad's recent efforts, "We've bt'cn
wrestling wrll , especiafly when you look at our rcspec:tablC'
Dave Dunlop/Future
1wrfornrnncC's against a tC'am (Augustana) that mav verv well
'. ,\·o victories on Saturday, against Cal State, 25- viC' for :1 national crown this year."
·
·
The Knights travel to Athens, Georgia to take on
UCF faces G<'orgia in a m~tc:h to be playrd tonight at 7:30
in Athens . Ca.
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Women's basketball' extends winning streak
by Patti Linzy
1t.Hwrtter

Showing a much more potent offensive attack than earlier in the season
the UCF women's basketball squad
outscored its opponents by more than
100 points to capture three victories
last week and stretch its winning streak
to five games.
The streak was broken last Monday
night however, as.UCF ran up ag~inst
powerful Florida A&M, losing 90-71.
... Although they shot a high 40 percent
from the floor, the Lady Knights never
led in the game. A&M employed an effective half-court press most of the
game, forcing UCF to .b ecome overcautious. Top scorers for the Knights
were Laura Smith ' with 20 points and
Meg Fahey with 16.
· The Lady knights· demolished rival
Florida Southern College 80-52, before
walking all over a hapless Florida International University squad 91-48
two days al~er. They then traveled to
the University of Tampa where the
team continued to dominate its opponents with a 82-46 victory.
. The win over Tampa was never' in
question as the Lady Knights led the

entire game. As has become habit
lately, everyone on the UCF ro~ter got
into the game and on the scoreboard .
Freshman Forward Fahey again led
the attack with 19 points and 12
rebounds, while Sonya Manley added
10 points.
.
In the rout over Florida Southern,
the three top UCF scorers did not even
start the game. Coming off the bench,
Smith bucketed 17 points, ~Marcie
Swilley scored 13 and Tudor Mcintyre
chipped in 12 for the winners.
.
Coach Nancy Sirmons started her .
second and third team players against
winless FIU, and the Lady Knights still
romped to their highest point total of
the se.a son at 91. Freshman Mcintyre
led five players in double figures with
16 points.
Dale Zimmerman and
Gayle Blutcher pumped in 12 each,
while Vera Brown hit for 11 points and
Fahey added 10.
.Today the lady Knights will begin
the defense of their title at the Flagler
Invitational Tournament. The next
home games will be Ja. 29 against St.
Leo and Jan. 31 against Flagler. Both
games will start at 7:30 p.m. in the
UCF gymnasium.

Lldy Kililhtsswing into
.. season with big win

•

UCF'swomen's tennis team opened the
1980 season with a powerful 7-2 victory over Flagler College last week. .
The Lady Knights lost the .number
one arid two singles matches, but came
back to take the remaining four singles
and all three doubles matches.
Number three Karin Cooke and
number six Mary Woodard both
downed their opponents in straight
sets, 6-1, 7-5, and 6-0, 6-1,. respectively. ·However, the number four and
five matches both went to three: sets
with Kathy Christiansen, c0ming from
behind to down Becky Geyer 2-6, 7-6,
6-1. Kim Zurawicki struggled to hang
on to a 6-4, 6-7, 7-6 victory.

Flagler's top pla yer, Ariel Fewler,
easily handled Joan Hobgood 6-0, 6-2,
while Tami Vezina struggled to a 6-4,
4-6, 7-5 victory over UCF's number
two Jill Soderberg.
Soderberg and Christansen then
combined to easily take the first
doubles match 6-4, 6-1 and Cooke
teamed up with Jo Moncrieff for a 6-2,
6-2 win. In the final doubles contest of
the match, Zurawicki and Susan
Rushing held off a mid-match rally to
wrap up a 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 victory .
The squad's next home match is Jan.
31, against Daytona Beach Community College at 2 p.m. on the new
outdoor courts.

Theater n·otice
_ Curtain times for the UCF production of "Gaslight" are 8:30 p.m Feb. 7, 8
and 9, and again on Feb. 14, 15 and 16, in the science auditorium on campus.
Ticket information is available by calling the UCF Theater office, at 275-2861.

Lady Knights Tudor Mcintyre (24), Vera Brown (20), -and Dale
Zimmerman (31), fight for control of the ball in the game against
Tampa. UCF cleaned up, 82-46.
-

lntrarnurals
The second annual IntramuraJ Frisbee Disc Golf Tournament will be held Sunday at 1 p.m. on the new soon-to-be-dedicated UCF fr.isbee disc golf course.
This will be a 36-hole event, with separate divisions for men and women .
Champions will be awarded tee-shirts for low gross and low net (using the Pioria
handicapping system) in each division. Sign-up at the Recreational Services office
next to the pool.
Entries also are now being accepted for the Intramural bowling tournament,
which will be held Feb. 2 at 1 p.m. at Colonial Lanes. Enter individually or as
part of a mens, womens, or coed team by Jan . 30 at the Recreational office.
Entries are also being accepted through jan. 31 for the coed (one man, one
woman) Frisbee disc golf league. Teams will play ·one match per week, using handicapped scores so all teams will be able to compete on a more equal basis.

..

~
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Without your help, ·
··'""· >"*"' "' '
we can't afford to win.

-

Make tax-deductible check payable to U.S. Olympic,
P.O . Box .1980-P, Cathedral Station, Boston, MA 02118

..

..

When you're thinking about college
you've go.t to be thinking about money.
Lots of money these days. College is
also a, good reason to think about the
Army. Yes, the Army. The Army's
Educational Assistance Program is
available not only for 3 and 4 year
enlistments, but now in special career
fields you can tlo it in two. You can
accumulate well over $7 ,000 for c~llege
in that short time. Ask your Army
Recruiter for the details.

~

'PiltlC1P.AT£ W.ITH THE SENATE

S!NAT.E.MEETINGS
.w.iil. be held on Tuesdays

..

from 3:30 to 5:30p.m. in ENG. 360

EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO ATTEND!
..

--

,.

ABORTION
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

CALL OR VISIT:

Suite 105, Southland
Bldg, 2699 Lee Rd
Winter Park
645-1492

QUALITY CARE
FAMILY PLANNING
Speakers Service

gh£:boc

1011 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
898-2769/89?-2760

Gynecologists

{!J@/inic
2233 LEE ROAD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249
PHI ll 11\r..

OR

BIRTH CONTROL

~IANAC: l

D

Counseling

'
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·Community group pushes for bussing service
by Mar)'. Wilson

Hedrick encourages community members to suppo.rt a strong growth
plan, by voicing their opinions at the 5 p.m. commission m eetings to
Since may of last year John Hedrick and 25-30 members. of the people's Transit
be held at the Orange County Courthouse in commission chambers Feb. 5 and
Organization have been trying to obtain an- expanded bus - service for the
Feb. 19. "We've found they'll listen to people in numbers," he said.
metropolitan Orlando area .
· ,
.
. .
·
Hedrick's organizatfon presents its platform through "human billboarding"-"There's onJy ode bus.for every 11,00Q residents in Central Florida ;' ' Hedrick , · holding petition signs along the roadway, distributing leaflets, appearing on
president of the PTO, said ··we haven't found a worse service _r~cord in the state."
public affairs programs and at government meetings. They will have an
Among the ~ organization:s priorities ~ iS the expansion 0f new routes· in the
organizational meeting for interes~ed individuals Jan. 30 at the Greater Orlando
Orange-Semirtol.e~Osceola .,Transit Autho,rity system. ·,Hedrick Cited Ea.st' Otange . Area Legal Services Office, 126 West Central in Orlando at 7:30 p.m.
County ,an.d th~:UCE area as·one ~f the'~e\,,tial are~~ in :( he tri-cotmt,Y system which .
from page 7
receives no btisfog-seivice. ,. · . .
. .. '
:· ,
:
. :
·
forwarding complaints abou~ the
"Our other ' pbjectives iQclude expanqiqg the hoU.rs buses run and . 4ec'rea.singAccord ing to committee memper committee.
headway tim'e;" ' Hecfrick 5aid. H~~dw~y t•me ref~rs ·to · the time it t~~es 'a bus to
Dena Kollariky in a memo to ' the
Krulish said there was an incident in
pass one point. P-resently pick'ing up passengers once ·every hour, th.e PTO hopes to ,Future, ' '. In the fall, $6 ,000 was which the committee reviewed the
increase the tr'eq1,1ency to once every 'titteen minutes-. ,
designated for C&O to use for budiet ~fthe- Student Finance Club,
1
"We ·know th~t monies are avai.able for ·transportatiorr,' Hedrick said, "but allocation of monies to 22 clubs that without its representative present,
that money is going into f:oad ·expansiori instead."
.·
requested over $ 7 ,000-with an- becat.Jse he had ·"verbally attacked" a
Hedrick estimat~d that the ~ri-county system r~ns on. a b~dget of .$ l.3 . to $ l.4
ticipation of more clubs still to request committee member. Krulish said as
.
chairman he "wasn' t going to submit
million._ According}o Hedrick 5 Oran_ge Couney.1s cons.1denn~ a one~cent gas tax _ money."
increase which .would i!l<;re~se the money av~1lable for busmg, but not to the money." Krulish said after tWo weeks the committee to that kind of
PTO"s satisfac~ion; ·. · .-.
. ·.. . .
·
. ..
·
·
··
· .
of the slower scrutiny method, ":we pressure."
The PTO's newsletter, Bumnde , .uiq1cates that · every gall~n of. .gas;.we buy changed, averaging about 12 requests
An additional problem arose with
has a 12-cent tax· on it. Federal and state laws put that money mto buymg ro~? ·
d "
·
one of the committee's approaches to
·
b 'd
t tt ·
dd ·
t
rt · none is m a a Y· ...
righ_t~~t-way, roaq.. ~?nst:uct~~n, _ T~ . _ge,~a JC ~n - ~.ramage sys ems ,. e c.,
"As far ~s I was concerned," Krulish determining allocations. Krulish said
available for the 9perat!Pll. qf_puo~1,c tr~~sit systems_. · ~ . .
.
·
. ,, said, "we were doing 12 poorly don~ some committee members "liked to see"We' d like as .much as possible of . that one-cent mcrease for mass transit,
b d t "
a small organization with little
.
. ill
h
d
Id .
ll
u ge s.
Hedrick explained. "Of the $~:.6 m · . io~ t e propose . tax w~u · ra~se annua Y.·
According to Tharp , allowing the revenue generating potential get lots of
only 25 percent is planned to be set-aside for. mass transit. 'W_e pre!er a SO-SO split, C&O committee to allocate up to $400 money,
rather
than
a . large·
using the new funds. as ah addit\on t~ rather .. than .replac!ng what we already to' a club without senate approval :Vvas organization , since they can produce
have."
'
_
·
"
f
d ,. intended to speed the allocation
revenue." Krulish said the Student AcJ\.ccordi~g to Hed~ick , ~he. ga ·' tax ~11 be put to the. v~ter-s. 0 ~ a :e eren um process and decrease the number of counting Society, which didn't raise
ballot. The ·organization 'is enc~.urag:1~g voter~ to ·specify that 50 - pe~cent be funding request bills debated on the any money, didn' t receive all it want~d
designated.for mass transit as a pte~equlSlte ~o thetr support.
senate floor. That policy has recently
in requests because, ."It was just living
Beside increas.e d funding,..-PTO I~ ~n~orsmg. ~he Growth_ Management Plan.as been changed, and the C&O commit- off the fat of the.land."
proposed by the Orange County Citizens Advisory Committ~ and,.the Plannmg tee . may now grant only up to $100
Blount criticized . the approach
and Zoning.Board. ·· Jhe plan advises that <?~.a,nge County a~opt a cl~st~r pdt\ek, witout seante approval , as it did last say ing, ··we're not God. We should ·
of ,development to ·meet \ts needs as the nations fastest gr.Jwmg county , He nc ' year.
·
consider that the club is asking for and
said .
·- "
.
· b
According to Kolarik, with less if we can supply that, (club size) is not
"If we keep going o·u t to the end.s of ~he ~ounty wit~ 0 1:1r. gro~.th in 1:1r ~.n money in question, there is less ·time pertinent."
sprawf,'" Ffedricl< said~ "we'll just make .transit even more difficult. Hedn.ck. is devoted to committee debagte.
Krulish
questioned
Blount's
supporting the duster plan, which wovld fill in gaps between already existmg Debate.
statement that he found n~cessary to
developments before.spreading onward.
·
.
.
.
,,
The committee was criticized for
apologiz~ to
27
orga nizations
"With the cluster plan, ridership will increase withou~ an mcrea~e m ~ost , ·- what Blount called a lack of decorum
registering complaints against the acHedrick said. "There are three commissioners--Chira, Thomas and Fischer-wh~ :'.'.Yith
some
members
openly tions of last quarter's committee. he
are weakening the plan by supporting growth in ?utlying ar~as. " .
.
displaying they did not support a par- 'said no more than seven had apHedrick added that other services such as fife protection, police protection, ticular
organization."
Krulish proached him as committee chairman.
sewage and power will cost mo~e if they have to serve a wider area. "This would demined there was any negative bias, Blount reiterated the figure . as his
probably lead to an increase i.n taxes," he said.
•
tY,~rticularly against business clubs estimate of apologies made.
maustnaedltor

.
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15%STUDENTDIBCOUNT
Priveleges w.i th Student

l.J?.

DISCOUNTS on complete Italian dinners for lunch
· and dinner including specials Sunday through
Monday. DISCOUNTS on Take-out pizza 7 days~ week.

~an Jost Men's Styling
Precision Style SB.00 ~~/UCF I.D ..
Reg. Sl0.00 .
Dry ~yer Cut $4.00
San Jose Center
Hwy. 436 Next to Goodyear·

For Appointment
671-6604

SQu thern..P.hOto.·

Formerly .Pizza Express
Open -11 am to 11 pm Sunday 5 ~oo to 10 pm

,P hoto Suppli.e s

_Q~me.ra~-. ~ Str~b~~-· ~L · Fram~s •Matt.~ ·)

Por_!r~J(~

Phone·i>;f ~s.so.7 ·, ./: '.·'1325 Af~a Ave. (Gol(loor6d)
.
, -~.·
. ·. .. . . ,. , · ' ._·,Orlando, .F lotid,a 32·8·0 7 .

Weddings• Passports &·~·J)/s
STUDENT ·
'Open: Mon-sat9-6 3184 E:·coloniai'
·· . · ·' ." " · . ·
·' · ~
p ISCOUNTS
F!!_- ~ill 9
. ,Herndon Plaza ·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!~~~~.:··,
.
·w.....~~..........~-...HS~uNnp~·a~yH· ~~-~5'>#HH#..,...:N8~~6~.-H1~
·7H2~4N
· '#ff~~""'~

If you think it means preventing
unwan_ted pregnancy .. . you're
partly right. But it means more
than that. Like counseling youn g
people about how a baby before
t hey are ready can affect thei r
heal t h or mess up t heir lives . . .
helpi ng couples who want to have
childre n but can 't . . . counseling
men on ma le responsibility and
methods of birth control .

;

'.

It's important to know~ about
family planning . .. it means more
than you may have thought.
For informat ion or help, con ta ct
the family plann ing cli nic in your
commun ity, ; our local hea lth
de part ment , or youro wn physician .
U S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
EDUCATION . AN D W!;LFAR E

Publi c Heal th Serv ice

•
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Professor brings marketing laurels to UCF
by -Kathleen Foronda
sbffwrtter

For the past month, a noted editor,
author and researcher has been
teaching in the UCF marketing department.
Dr. Louis E. Boone transferred from
the University of Tulsa after Marketing
Department Chairman Dr. Gordon
Paul offered him the position to at
UCF .
.
Boone , said he found UCF's larger
business staff more of an advantage to
providing quality programs than the

-

smallentaff at the University of Tulsa.
While instructing UCF students in
marketing and cons_u mer behavior
courses, Boone also reaches out to
other business students in Australia,
Canada, and throughout Europe,
Boone's
book,
Contemporary
Marketing, has been translated into
French, Chinese, and Boone is
awaiting editions in Spanish and Portugese.
·
Boone's 'Contemporary Business has
grossed more sales for the publishing
company of Holt, Rinehart and Win~

Dr. Louis Boone
Marketing Professor

Campus concert to feature Chapin, Cotton
His salary for the performance is
$1,500, said Franzese.

by Doug Marks
•taHwrtter

Harry Chapin nd Gene Cotton aFe
finalizing contracts to perform at UCF
this quarter.
Paul Franzese of the Village Center
said the negotiations should be finished
by the end of this week. '
Chapin, of ·"Cats in the Cradle" and
"City of New Orleans" fame, will perform in the UCF gym March I 0. His
show was originally scheduled for
;,,,;. March 7, but was moved to the 10th
when the show was "bumped" from
the gym, according to Franzese.
Cotton, a soft--rock country/western
musician, will appear in the VCAR
Feb. 16. In 1975 Cotton made the top
ten with the single, "You Got Me Runnin' ." Other chart hits include "Sunshine Roses," and "Before My Heart.
Runs Out." Franzese said Cotton may
do two shows.
.
Cotton's show is being funded by the
Popular Entertainment Committee of
the Village Center for about $1,800.

Chapin's fee is $5,000. He has said
he will donate the fee, minus expenses,
to the Food Policy Center, a hunger
relief fund. The Chapin concert is
being funded by the VC plus $1,000
from the SG A&SF budget plus $1,000
from the SG President's Executive
Fund.
Students will not be charged admission for either show. General admission tickets will cost $6 for Chapin
and $14 for Cotton, said Franzese.
The Cotton concert was.the only one
originally scheduled by the Entertainment Committee, said Franzese.
Chapin was added when the SG
allocate.cl funds for him. Franzese said
the committe~ hopes to get concerts
going on a regular basis each quarter,
with each show being funded by
proceeds of the previous concerts. In
order to accumulate enough money to

&

---. .
ENERGY.
We can.' t afford to waste ii•
1

ENJOY

!>! 1 United Parcel Service

~

Your Saturday Dinner .
AT

NEEDS PART-TIME LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
.to DO HARD PHYSICAL
WORK
.

YE OUDE·
GOlINTRY INN
5 p.m. • 12 a.m.

* Reservations Accepted
828 N. Semoran·

2.73-3951

GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS
Lamps
Sofa Sleepers
Mattress Sets
•Twin
•Full ·
Odd Chests
Broyhill Table
& Chairs(4)
Recliners

start perpetuating shows, said ranzese, a good profit must be made on the
first one. he said this would be possible
if students were charged admission,
which is illegal because activities funded by AS&F monies must be free to
students.
Franzese said he hopes to get enough
money in donations and funds raised
by school organizations ·and A&SF
fund-raising activities to obviate A&SF
funds.
. "We try and get the best acts
available with the funds we have,"
said Franzese. "Last quarter we planned to get Karla Bonnoff, but as our
budget had been cut, we couldn't gel
enough money, nor the clearance to
acquire fund-raising fees."

ston than any other publication since
January of last year. · "My publisher
hopes that I finish my twelfth book
any minute," said Boorie.
Favoring the idea that knowledge is
more easily retained if it is applied,
Boone has also written games which
give students realistic situations to apply to learning.
There are a variety of misconceptions about marketing Boone is
working to resolve among students.
"Some have the negative impression
that marketing is nothing but selling,
or that it is asking people to buy. things
that they really shouldn't," explained
Boone. "It not just products and services but also ideas," Boone added.
Boone noted that there has been a
"big shift" for marketing majors into
financial institutions. "Banks, finance .
and savings and loans companies that
were previously staff~d by CPA'~ have
recognized that they have a most
significant marketing task," remarked
'B oone.
Though Boone does not view the
·outlook for business majors as "grim as
pictures may , have · been painted,"
Boone recommends the combination of '
a
broad,
general
educational
background with a specialty in the
business field.
Boone considers his position as a
associate editor of the Southern
Business Review as an asset and aid to
his teaching. "It keeps me addressed
on research in our district. I read
results before they're even published.
Hopefully something rubs off," observed Boone.

403 Off
$189.95 &up

EXCELLENT BENEFITS :

_
S tarting pay $6.24 __
per ho~r with __set pay
increases to $8.91 , an
hour'fn approximatel)
180days

Paid vacations
Paid Holid_ays
Paid Hospitilization, Dental,
and Vision coverage
Profit-Sharing plan
Monday-Friday work week ·

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK ONE OF THESE SHIFTS
11 :30 pm-2:30 am . 5:30 am-8:30 am
6:00 pm-9:00 pm

·At l 0:00 am the l st and last Thursday of the month
No phone calls, please. Please .b ring complete work histor.y. 6131
Anno Ave., Pine Castle. An equal opportunity-employ~r M/F

$69.95
$79.95
-$59.95
$379.95

The answer:

$79.95 &up

Name Brands-Discount Prices

UNI0N PAR~ FURNITURE
1124 7 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida
277-7480

EXCELLtNT PAY

Satellites. History.
3-D radar systems.
Lasers. NOT airplanes.
And the question, hermetically sealed in this envelope, is:
What are some things that Hughes Aircraft Company
makes?
Next answer: Definitely yes. The question: Should you
talk with a Hughes recruiter before graduation?
Ask your placement office when the people from
Hughes will be on campus.

r------------------,

I
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i HUGHES i
MASTERCHARCE

IL __________________ J I

Creating a new world with electronics

I
'=""'
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VC Coming Events
. HOMECOMING

Friday, Ian. 25

SATURDAY, Jan. 26

HOMECOMING PARADE._

HOMECOMING PARADE

around the reflecting pond
J.2 noon

J.O:OOa.m. Downtown Orlando

PEP RALLY

ALUMNI PIZZA & .
BEER NIGHT

1

J.:OOp.m. . ·
immediately following 'he parade

GREEN E~TERTAINMENT .
TRANS ATLANTIQUE .
J.:00 • 3:30 p.·m. VC Green

featuring Rosie O'Grady's Band
admission· $6.00
VCMPR
all the pizza, beer & salad,you can eat

1 11•

571.\'"Q . trophies will be awarded to the large & small
student organization 'Vith the most alumni present

~~~r~~£::::~~== ·i~,;ftt~ z~~~:.Ttc1ttR~ME
i ..

Students free with UCF ID G.~. $1,,25

7!30 p.~. UCF Gym·

BONFIRE
imme~la.tely following

HOMECOMING DANCE

the movie

Lake Claire
The Village Center Activities.Board is funded
. through the Activity an'd Service Fees, as
allocated by the Student Government of UCF.

CINEMA CLASSIQUE

The Village Center Cultural Events Committee ·

'&le UJ1usic CLoyers
Students free w/UCF ID
G.P. $1.00

Featuring· ''Toca''
until 2:00 a.m. VCAR
Immediately following game _

Presents .

-

''Julius Caesar''
Thursday, Jan. ·3J

8:00 p.m. VCAR

Students tree w/UCF ID G.P. $4.00

.

featuring Serino & Braun_
- VCAR 10:00 ·midnight
Wed. Jan. 30

// .

ilELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEI( .
(!

· ltJ..:JJ. 27 ·Feb. l

Sunday 7 p.m. SO~ .Openlng Mass
.

.

M, W, F 7:30 p.m. Knight Room Short Fiims
M, T, R, F 12 noon Knight Room Table Talks
WEDNESDAY J.1:30 VC Green Entertainment
- Daily Prayer 4 p.m. SOL
Evening Bible Study 6:30 VC 200 daily

..,

!

